
Trail 2b (3hrs 30 minutes; ca. 12km) 
Quinta Valbom - Quintã – São Romão de Corgo – Vale de Bouro – Quinta Valbom 
 
 
Attention: at about ¾ of this route there is a pub. Nevertheless, take enough drinking water. 
 
Leave the campsite through the main entrance and turn left.  
After about a 100 meters you will reach the hamlet of Quintã. Turn right, pass a few houses 
and take the dirt road at the end left. 
Follow this path up and ignore all sidepaths. 
After about 10 minutes you will reach a fork with a sign Ponte de Água (the sign is probably 
missing, but the pole is hopefully there). Turn right here. 
Follow this path and ignore all sidepaths. After about 25 minutes you will reach the Ponte de 
Água (waterbasin) on your left. 
 
Continue on this path. On your right you can see the highest mountain in the area (900 
meters), Monte Farinha, with on top the chapel of Nossa Senhora da Graça. You might want 
to visit this place another time. 
Take the first wide path right (follow the curve of the road). A little further down the road you 
stay on the main path and follow the curve to the left. 
 
At a junction of five paths with a sign Ponte de Água you keep going straight on. 
Ignore all sidepaths and just follow the main path down hill. 
You will pass a white water tank and soon after that you will reach the valley with on your left 
vineyards and in the background you can see Monte Farinha again. 
When you reach the end of the vineyard you follow the main path left further down. You 
reach a nice quinta (farm): Quinta de Figueiredo. 
 
Turn right here and start walking on the tarmac road. A little bit further on there are street 
signs. Keep going straight ahead on the Rua de Seixo. 
Just before the first house on your right take the dirt road right. This will lead to a brick road 
with a rather modern house on the right. When you get to the lowest point there is a 
‘espiguero’ (=a storage for corn), you go right and take the tarmac road and pass some cork 
oaks. 
Further on keep right, pass the cemetery, keep left on the fork and walk underneath an arch 
(used for distribution of water). 
On the next fork turn left, pass a chapel on your left and keep walking straight ahead. When 
you reach the next fork (there is a bulletin board from the municipality) turn right. 
Follow this road until (just before a bridge) you will reach Fatima’s pub, where you can have 
a drink and something to eat. 
 
After leaving the pub you turn right (so don’t cross the bridge!). 
Walk in the direction of ‘Campo futebol’ and Ferreiros. On the next fork with signpost you 
keep left. 
Follow this road for a while until you reach a fork with letterboxes on your left. Go right here. 
Continue this road until you reach a fork with on your right a house painted light pink. Around 
the corner there are little dragons on top of the wall. Pass this house and continue walking. 
After some time you pass a house painted light yellow. It’s called Casa das Mimosas. Soon 
after this house you take the road on your right going up. 
You are nearly there! Just a little bit more climbing and the campsite will be in view. 


